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I. The silver dirham in circulation in
Malaysia
Some years ago, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir attempted to
introduce the gold dinar and the silver dirham into monetary use
in Malaysia. Unfortunately, this praiseworthy attempt was not
successful. We propose a method by which that objective may be
attained in the case of the dirham.
The gold dinar
A gold dinar cannot be used as money except under
conditions where there are no money-substitutes in existence
such as legal tender fiat money, nor even banknotes redeemable in
gold. People will retain the gold coin and pay with any alternative
money – including trustworthy redeemable banknotes - if it is
possible for them to do so.
A dinar cannot circulate along with fiat money, but it is
possible to put a silver dirham into circulation in parallel with
the fiat ringgit. Gold is money in itself, but silver is at present a
commodity which must be monetized in order to circulate in
parallel with the fiat ringgit.
Gold and silver can both be used as money by weight in
a bimetallic monetary system where payments in either gold
or silver, and only in these two metals, can be made, but under
the condition that a free market sets the ratio of value between
gold and silver (no fixed legal ratio between gold and silver
for payments) and that no other monetary means of making
payments are available.
Malaysia uses a fiat monetary unit called the ringgit. No
Malaysian will use a dinar or a dirham to make any payment, if
he can make the payment in ringgits. This is determined by the
operation of Gresham’s Law, which states that if a payment can be
effected by either or two coins or currencies, the payer will tender
in payment the coin or currency of lesser quality, and retain the
coin or currency of higher quality.
1

The dirham
A silver dirham can be granted a monetary value by the Treasury
and thus the dirham can become money alongside of the fiat
monetary system.
Silver coins are no longer minted for use as money because
silver is rising in price and thus a dirham with an stamped
monetary value would soon be worth more melted down into
silver bullion than as a coin.
This problem can be overcome by the simple expedient
of not stamping a monetary value upon a dirham, but giving it
a quote by the monetary authority. When the price of silver
rises, the quoted monetary value in ringgits of the silver coin is
also raised by the monetary authority. The dirham will remain a
part of the mass of ringgit currency indefinitely. The ringgit will
continue to be the monetary unit of Malaysia; the silver dirham
will be a metallic part of the monetary mass of ringgits.
The stamped silver coins which were in existence in the
early 20th Century had a fixed value, which did not fluctuate
when the price of silver fell, and the same condition must apply
to the quoted value of the monetized silver dirham: its quoted
monetary value in ringgits, taking the place of an engraved value,
must not be reduced when the price of silver falls. All silver coins
in existence in the world up to the middle of the last century, had
a monetary value superior to the value of the silver which they
contained, and falls in the value of silver did not affect these coins
at all.
The initial quoted monetary value of the dirham will be
superior to the content of silver in the coin and the quote will
be raised to maintain this margin as the price of silver rises. This
will give the Treasury a profit or seigniorage on the minting of the
coin and allow small rises in the value of silver to be disregarded.
This dirham will have a known monetary value, but because of
Gresham’s Law, it will not be used as money by Malaysians except
in cases of dire necessity. It will be possible to use it as money, but
it will not circulate. People will save it. Saving a dirham will no
longer be a commodity speculation regarding the price of silver.

It will be an investment in silver as money, and its
attraction as an investment will be vastly enhanced.
The main function of this monetized dirham will be to
attract savings and protect them from devaluation. The dirham
will be a bulwark protecting family savings.
These savings will take place outside the banking system.
It will not be necessary to pay interest to attract these popular
savings, nor to raise the interest rate to promote savings. Owning
dirhams which are no longer simply a commodity, but actually a
currency with a known monetary value will be such an attractive
proposition, that Malaysians will save an enormous amount of
dirhams though they pay no interest.
The demand for this coin, within Malaysia and on the
part of the South East Asia population, will be very strong. Its
irresistible attraction lies in the fact that it will be a money that
has real value within its nominal value, which is not the case with
paper and digital money. It will be an ideal vehicle for savings
of poorer people. A currency of quality, which will circulate
together with paper money, has always been and always will be
a pillar of strength for any nation in that it fosters patriotism and
nationalism and offers peace of mind and contentment to the
population. The silver dirham will be a currency superior to any
in the world, because of its content of silver, absent from all of the
world’s money today.
The creation of the dirham monetized in ringgits will
be an important step in breaking the world monopoly of fiat
money issued by the banking systems of the world, a monopoly
which has placed bankers in the position of being able to demand
constant rescues by their respective governments. These rescues
are paid, one way or another, by the people. This has to stop. Real
money permanently in possession of the people is a fundamental
function of the State, a function which must be recovered from
the bankers which have usurped it. The dirham, with a monetary
value quoted by the monetary authority, is an important first
step.
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The world finally abandoned the last link between gold
and paper money and bank account money, on August 15th 1971.
Since that time, all money in the world is fictitious, false money,
not real money. Severing the link with gold eliminated the last
restraint upon the issuance of paper money and bank account
money, which had become fiat money in the full sense of the
word.
With nothing to restrain their actions, governments and
banking systems colluded to create credit at will and expand
monetary circulation accordingly. As a consequence, the
banking systems of the world have become dysfunctional and
finance has reached astronomical proportions. The banking and
financial systems of the world are actually cancerous growths in
all countries of the world, because like cancer, the banking and
financial organs of society have no longer any healthy, organic
relationship to society as a whole. The cancer benefits the cancer
with additional growth, until the host – society – perishes.
It is a question of life or death for our civilization, to
recover the use of real money. The monetization of a silver coin,
to circulate in parallel with fiat money, is the first necessary
step toward the recovery of economic health and the continued
existence of civilization.

II. How to insert the dirham into a fiat
monetary system
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In order to insert the dirham into the ringgit fiduciary
monetary system, the dirham must be endowed with certain
legal characteristics, which are to be drawn from the fiduciary
monetary system into which it is to be inserted, as well as from
the international commodity market, because the value of silver
contained in the dirham will be an important part of the quoted
legal tender value of the dirham.
The dirham, once it has become money, will be a hybrid
coin, because it must couple within itself simultaneously,
characteristics which derive from two sources of different natures:
the system of fiat ringgit, and the international market for silver.
Only by means of this synthesis can this coin circulate in parallel
with the fiat ringgit.
The combination of two systems
The dirham, endowed with a Treasury quote in ringgit
as we propose, is not exclusively a commodity-money whose
value would have to fluctuate strictly with the price of silver
as determined in the international market for silver. Up to a
certain point, its overvaluation or premium (as a consequence
of Treasury seigniorage) endows it with characteristics of fiat
money, since though its value is predominantly determined by
its silver content, its equivalence in ringgits exceeds its intrinsic
value by a certain percentage.
By combining characteristics from two different systems,
if the price of silver in ringgit diminishes, the dirham will behave
like fiat money, since even though its intrinsic value diminishes
to some extent, its equivalence in ringgit will remain fixed
at the latest quote. As an example, the commonly used coins
denominated in certain values of fiat money, do not diminish
in legal tender value if the materials of which they are made –
cupronickel or zinc, for instance – diminish in value.

If the price of silver in ringgit rises, the dirham behaves
as a coin with intrinsic value, since its quoted legal tender value
rises together with the international market price of silver.
With these legal characteristics, the dirham with a quoted
legal tender value would constitute a new form of money, whose
characteristics make it a hybrid coin.
Consequences of not combining the two abovementioned
systems
Pure commodity money. If the quoted legal tender value
of the dirham did not remain fixed at the most recent quote,
in the face of a falling ringgit value of silver, but fluctuated in
accordance with occasional falls in the price of silver, the coin
would be a simple commodity-coin. The public holding dirhams
would be speculating; the dirham could not circulate in parallel
with the ringgit, it could not be money, because its occasional
falls in value would represent a financial risk for the public, and
the public does not wish to speculate.
Just as the nominal value of ringgit bills in the fiat system
cannot be reduced, the quoted equivalence of the dirham – which
has no stamped value – must not be reduced, a concept that
incorporates in a commodity-coin, a characteristic drawn from
the system of fiat money; by this means the dirham can become,
effectively money.

issued and placed in the hands of the public is limited by the
willingness of the population to speculate on the future price
of silver, or to save in silver. This reduces the acceptability of
the dirham, to that sector of the population which is willing to
speculate on the future price of silver, or is conservative enough
to wish to accumulate some silver pieces.
However, the dirham with a quoted legal tender value
expressed in ringgit, which cannot be reduced, opens up a vast
potential for placing silver in the hands of the people, since the
problem of occasional falls in the ringgit price of silver will have
no effect on the purchasing power of the dirham.
Furthermore, since the dirham has no stamped value, if
the price of silver rises, the quoted value of the dirham also rises;
the holders will always be able to use these coins as money; in
other words, the dirham will remain in circulation permanently.
Therefore, in order to achieve the integration of the dirham
into the ringgit fiduciary monetary system, it is indispensable to
draw elements from two different systems: the system of fiat ringgit
and the international market for silver, and combine them in the
dirham, with the further important condition that, by legislation,
the dirham cannot be quoted, under any circumstances, at a legal
tender value that is lower than the last quote.

Under present conditions, the quantity of dirhams that can be

Consequences of reducing a prior quoted legal tender value
If legislation does not prohibit a reduction in a quoted
legal tender value, it will be practically impossible to place the
dirham in circulation. It will remain a commodity-coin, and not
function as money.
Supposing the dirham is endowed with a quoted legal
tender value: if the banking system knows that the quoted legal
tender value may be diminished, it will not be willing to accept
dirhams along with common coins and bills of the Treasury of
Malaysia, because there is no certainty with regard to its future
quoted value, and accepting dirhams – though they were silver
coins – would implies a financial risk which the banks will not be
willing to shoulder.
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Failed attempts to incorporate a silver coin into a fiduciary
monetary system
The world has seen numerous silver coins issued with
stamped values far below the intrinsic value of gold which they
contain. These coins have never been issued with a view to their
use as money, but principally as satisfying numismatic interests
or as satisfying desire for a speculative medium on the part
of some of the people; or alternatively as a means of saving for
conservative individuals. They are of little monetary significance.

The public will also hesitate to receive dirhams in payment
of any transaction, for the same reason: no certainty with regard
to future quoted value. For the vast majority of the public, this
certainty is indispensable: the public, as a whole, does not wish to
speculate.
Supposing again that the dirham is endowed with a quoted
legal tender value, but that value may be reduced: in this case, the
Treasury invites speculation on the future quote of the dirham.
When quotes are rising due to a rising price of silver, speculators
will be cashing in their dirhams for ringgit, expecting a coming
fall in the quote. When the quote is falling, the speculators will
be exchanging ringgit for dirhams, expecting a rise. Thus, the
Treasury is necessarily a loser under these circumstances.

the Malaysian Mint can produce dirhams, which can be used as
money. The difference is fundamental: a piece of silver of 3 grams
is not the same as a dirham. The dirham has become money, and
is much more useful as such, than as a simple piece of silver.
There will be no room for speculation on the price of
silver, with the dirham quoted with a legal tender value. The
dirham has become money, its value rises with the international
price of silver, it is fundamentally a silver coin, and there is little
further reason to seek speculative investment in silver.

What does a fall in the ringgit price of silver imply for the
Treasury?
A fall in the ringgit price of silver, while the quoted ringgit
value of the dirham remains the same, means that the Treasury
can mint the dirham with a higher seigniorage (profit) while
this situation lasts. It will be paying less for the silver to mint the
dirham, while continuing to place the dirham in circulation at
the most recent quote.
In the unlikely situation that some dirhams are returned
to the Treasury, to be exchanged for fiduciary ringgit, the Treasury
can always place these dirhams back into circulation at the quoted
legal tender value.
Speculators will not be able to turn a profit against the
Treasury.
The dirham will be money, and the silver contained in
the dirham will always be worth more as a dirham quoted with
a legal tender value in ringgit, than as a piece of silver with the
same silver content. It is important to be aware that the silver
contained in a dirham – 3 grams – can be purchased in the form
of bars or bullion, for less than the quoted legal tender value of
the dirham, but there is an all-important distinction between
a piece of silver with a weight of 3 grams, and a dirham. Only

What happens if there is a “silver bubble”?
We should consider the possibility – indeed the likelihood
– that there will, at some time, be a rush into gold and silver all
over the world.
The price of precious metals may go to unrealistic
extremes, something dreaded by all financial authorities, but
nevertheless, a possibility.
What is the Treasury to do? Should it continue to raise the
quoted value of the dirham, whatever the international price may
be at any given moment?
At such a moment, it would seem appropriate for the
Treasury to suspend further, higher quotes. The Central Bank
can exercise prudent judgment in determining whether a “silver
bubble” has come into being.
Dirhams dispersed throughout the population will not
easily be lured back into ringgit when the price of silver is exploding,
even if the Treasury is not issuing quotes for the duration of the
emergency. The population, under such circumstances, will
simply hold on to their dirhams, in expectation of a future higher
quote. They will be happy to wait.
The lack of a quoted value will mean only that some
people must resort to selling their dirhams, if they need to have
ringgit for transactions, to traders available for such exchanges.
Some people will do this, most will not.
When the price explosion subsides, within a matter of
months, and a new much higher price becomes stable, then the
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policy of quoting a legal tender value can be continued, thus
enabling, once again, the monetary use of the dirham.
The holders of dirhams will have realized a real profit.
They will have more purchasing power, not as a result of having
more ringgit (inflation of the money supply), but because their
dirham is worth more.

III. Method to calculate the monetary value
of the dirham
Principles
1. The Treasury of Malaysia shall mint a new coin named ‘silver
dirham’. No stamped monetary value shall appear on the coin.
2. The silver dirham will be .916 fine silver, with a gross weight
of 3.27 grams. Thus, the pure silver content of the silver dirham
will be 3 grams, which coincides with the weight of the dirham,
according to Islamic Law. (Umar Ibn al-Khattab).
3. The Treasury shall issue a monetary quote for the coin as
follows: to the market price of the silver in the coin (expressed
in ringgits) shall be added the cost of minting. The sum shall be
multiplied by 1.1 to give the Treasury a seigniorage or profit of
10%. The result shall be increased to the nearest multiple of one
ringgit, and this shall be the monetary quote for the silver dirham.
(Note: the cost of minting, the multiple to be adopted for
seigniorage as well as the multiple for purposes of rounding-out
the monetary value of the silver dirham, are all suggested and can
be modified to suit.)
4. When the price of silver rises in ringgits (due to an increase of
the international price of silver, or due to a change in the dollarringgit exchange rate), and impinges upon the seigniorage of the
Treasury, the Treasury shall issue a new, higher monetary quote
to restore its seigniorage to 10%. That is to say, when the total of
1. cost of silver, plus 2. cost of minting, plus 3. 10% seigniorage
exceeds the rounded-out monetary value of the silver dirham, a
new monetary quote is required.
5. When the price of silver falls, the Treasury shall retain its last
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monetary quote for the silver dirham and not reduce it under any
circumstances.
6. The Treasury shall mint these silver coins in amounts sufficient
to satisfy the market and prevent the appearance of premiums
upon the monetary quoted value, because such premiums would
detract from the use of the silver coins as money.
7. The Treasury shall be allowed a period of six months to ignore
speculative peaks in the price of silver, a period during which
the Treasury shall not alter its last quote. (During this period, the
Malaysian people can be expected to hold on to their monetized
silver coins and not turn them in for a profit to those who wish to
smelt them for their bullion value, if they know that after a period
of at most six months, a new and higher monetary value will be
assigned to their coins).
An example of how monetization would be done
The formula to arrive at the monetary value – Treasury
quote - of the silver dirham is as follows:
(Silver closing price in ringgits + Cost of minting in ringgits) x
(1.1 – to add 10% seigniorage) and the result, rounded to nearest
multiple of one ringgit.
Data used in the following calculations:
Malaysian Ringgit / US Dollar exchange rate = 3.05
(September 26 – 28, 2012).
Since the silver content of the silver dirham will be 3 grams,
there is .09645 Troy ounce pure silver in the coin (3/31.103).

this by .09645 to get the value of the dirham silver content (3
grams) = 9.96. Add 91 ringgit cents for minting costs ($.30 dollar,
estimated) = 10.87. Then multiply it by 1.1 to add 10% seigniorage
= 11.95. Then, round out to nearest multiple of 1 ringgit =
RM12.00. So, the first monetary quote for the silver dirham would
have been RM12.00 ringgits, if the Treasury would have begun on
September 26, 2012.
2. Next day, on September 27, 2012, the price of silver rose to
$33.95 dollars. So, we repeat the exercise with the new price of
silver: (33.95 x 3.05) (0.9645) = 103.54 for the silver content, plus
91 cents minting costs. Take 10.89 and multiply by 1.1 = 11.97.
Since this amount does not exceed the previous quote ($12.00),
no new quote is needed.
3. On September 28, 2012, the silver price increases to $34.65
dollars. Then: (34.65 x 3.05) (0.9645) = 10.19 for silver price; plus
91 cents = 11.01. Multiply it by 1.1 = 12.21. Since this amount
exceeds the previous quote ($12.00), the Treasury has to adjust it
upward. Round 12.21 out to nearest 1 ringgit multiple = RM13.00
ringgits, the new monetary quote for the silver dirham.
4. On October 8, 2012, the silver price fell to $33.85 dollars. In
spite of that, according to this method, the monetary value of the
silver dirham would have remained stable at the last monetary
quote: RM13.00.

Silver prices based on real spot closing prices (source: kitco.com).
1. At the beginning of our exercise, on September 26, 2012, the
spot closing silver price was 33.88 dollars x 3.05 (exchange rate) =
103.33 - value of one silver ounce expressed in ringgits. Multiply
12
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(**) As you can see, the ‘Quote before rounding’ includes the
current price of the silver, the cost of minting, and the minimum
seigniorage for the Treasury – which is 10%. So, when this
calculation exceeds the current Treasury quote, it implies that the
minimum seigniorage and minting costs are no longer covered; a
new quote is required to restore full seigniorage.

(*) Price of 3 grams of silver in ringgits: silver spot closing price
in dollars x exchange rate (RM3.05 per dollar), and this result
multiplied by .09645.
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FORMULA TO CALCULATE THE MONETARY VALUE OF THE SILVER DIRHAM
(CONTAINS 3 GRAMS OF PURE SILVER) as proposed by Mexican Civic Association Pro Silver
Silver content
(.09645 oz)

Minting cost
(estimated)

10%
Seigniorage

Total cost of the coin

RM

X

Rounded to next RM1 multiple
Last monetary value shall not be reducible

Example in Malaysian Ringgits (RM) Exchange rate: 3.05 per USD
sept.
26

Price of silver content at initial quote
33.88 dls. x 3.05 x 0.09645

9.96

.91

1.08

Price of silver content + Minting cost + Seigniorage = 11.95

sept.
27

Price of silver content goes up
33.95 dls. x 3.05 x 0.09645

9.98

.91

1.08

RM
Monetary
Value

12

RM
Monetary
Value
No new monetary value is required

Price of silver content + Minting cost + Seigniorage = 11.97

sept.
28

Price of silver content continues to increase
34.65 dls. x 3.05 x 0.09645

10.19

.91

13

RM
Monetary
Value

1.11

Price of silver content + Minting cost + Seigniorage = 12.21
Exceeds previous Monetary Value of RM 12.00
A new Monetary Value is required

oct.
08

Price of silver content falls*
33.85 dls. x 3.05 x 0.09645

9.95

.91

1.08

Price of silver falls. Monetary value
stable. Seigniorage increases.

Price of silver content + Minting cost + Seigniorage = 10.86

Total seigniorage = Seigniorage by Law (10% over the cost) + Rounding up seigniorage + Aditional seigniorage through falls in price of silver
* When silver price falls, Treasury does not lose, but increases its seigniorage, due to the stable monetary value. We define the Silver Dirham as 3.273 grams
of silver .91666 fine = 3 grams of pure silver, which coincides with the weight of Dirham, according to the Islamic Law (Umar Ibn al-Khattab).
Elaborated by: Asociación Cívica Mexicana Pro Plata / October, 2012.
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IV. The silver dirham & the banking system
It will be possible to deposit the silver dirham in Malaysian banks
for credit for its quoted monetary value, but the banking system
will not be obligated to return silver dirhams to those depositors
wishing to obtain cash from the banking system.
The Ringgit continues to be the legal currency of Malaysia
and the banks may or may not tender silver dirhams to those
depositors who wish to obtain cash, depending on the stock of
silver dirhams which the banks may have available.
It would be recommendable for Malaysian banks to offer
custody accounts to the public, for the purpose of holding silver
dirhams for the public in the safety of their vaults.
(In Mexico, Banco Azteca offers custody accounts for this
purpose. The silver coins (exclusively one-ounce “Libertad” coins)
deposited in the custody accounts remain in the ownership of the
titular of the custody account. Owners of custody accounts can
access their accounts via computer, and instruct their bank to
either purchase additional silver coins for their custody account,
with debit to their Mexican peso account, or to sell their silver
coins for credit to their Mexican peso account.
The cost of having a custody account at Banco Azteca is
presently 1% per annum. This cost might be reduced in future, by
cost-cutting measures for storage of silver coins.
In Mexico, the “Libertad” coin has not been monetized,
so there is a spread between buy and sell prices, which vary in
accord with the daily price fluctuations of the international price
of silver.)
The custody account containing silver dirhams will have
a known monetary value, which will be stable or rising but never
falling, and the banks may extend credit in Ringgits using the
custody account as collateral. Such credit, due to the excellence
of its collateral, will be extended at low interest rates and for such
term as the borrower requires, with no problem for the bank.

18
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For those Malaysians who object to borrowing and
lending due to religious reasons, the custody accounts would be a
convenient way of protecting their savings in silver dirhams. The
silver dirhams deposited in custody accounts remain the property
of the account holder and in no way further the lending activity
of the custodian bank.

V. The supply of silver
In our article, posted at www.plata.com.mx, English section,
entitled “Silver, liquid and illiquid, the “modified open mint” and
gold and silver as parallel monetary systems” we dealt with the
possibility of applying the policy of the “Modified Open Mint” for
silver in Section IV (http://www.plata.com.mx/mplata/articulos/
articlesFilt.asp?fiidarticulo=185)
The initial paragraph of that Section reads as follows:
“However, a small change can make the “Open Mint”
viable within a fiat money system! Under the old “Open Mint”, all
silver tendered to the Mint was returned, in coined form, to the
owners of the silver. A “Modified Open Mint” for our times would
require that those who take silver to the Mint will accept coins
with a quoted fiat value in full payment for the fiat money value
of the silver tendered, at the prevailing world price at the time of
the transaction.”
We should make clear that under this system, the
population itself can be a source of supply of silver for the minting
of a silver coin with a content of 3 grams of pure silver. The
Treasury minting these coins need not have recourse to imported
silver as an exclusive source of supply.
Whoever owns silver, in any form, can tender it for sale to
the official Mint and receive the payment of their silver, minus
the cost of refining, in the form of silver coins with 3 grams of
pure silver content, gross weight 3.27 grams, monetized in terms
of the money in the prevailing monetary system.
By this means, owners of pure silver bullion as well as the
general population which owns silver objects will be able to turn
their holdings into silver coins with a monetary value which can
rise, but never be diminished, thus taking advantage of the silver
stocks existing in the country; owners of silver in neighboring
countries would probably be interested in tendering their silver
for monetization.
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Offering the population this means of turning their
possession of silver, in whatever form, into money would appear
to be an excellent political measure.
Any country can apply this policy advantageously.
***
Tonnes of silver
1
1,000
5,000
10,000

Production of silver coins of 3gr. silver
333,333
333,333,333
1,666,666,666
3,333,333,333

According to www.silverinstitute.org world production
of silver in 2010 amounted to 23,000 tonnes.

VI. Reasons for introducing the silver
dirham
The monetary history of the 20th Century has been a history of
increasing disorder and improvisation in the monetary affairs of
the world. The disorder has come to the point where the world no
longer uses real money in its transactions. Consequently, the mass
of people in the world do not have a satisfactory and trustworthy
means for creating personal savings. The silver coin, converted
into money, would be an excellent medium for personal savings.
Furthermore, we are witnessing the development of a
worldwide problem: the inability of States to pay the pensions
they promised to pay. It is therefore urgent for the population
to exert itself to the utmost in providing personal savings for
retirement, and saving the monetized silver coin would be the
best means to do this. The monetized silver coin could not be
devalued.
In my view, there are several reasons that make the
monetization of silver an attractive and feasible measure for
Malaysia.
The religious reason. The monetized silver coin could be the
dirham of 3 grams pure silver (plus .27 grams of copper to provide
hardness). This is the silver coin prescribed by Islamic sharia. It
is entirely fitting for a nation which incorporates such a large
number of Muslims.
The social reason. An excellent way to assure the solidarity of
the population with its government, is for the government to
carry out a measure most unusual in our times: to provide the
population with a means of saving (which is also money) by
creating a monetized silver coin, the dirham. A tranquil and
confident population, enjoying a means of savings which is
reliable because it cannot be devalued, is a necessary base for a
stable government. This means of savings will exist in parallel
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with the Malaysian Ringgit, which tends to inflate away the
savings of the Malaysian people, especially affecting the most
humble.
The centre of gravity reason. As long as the Malaysian
Ringgit is inflating, a condition which must continue for an
indefinite period ahead, there is a permanent temptation for
Malaysian people to protect themselves from this inflation by
acquiring foreign currencies such as the euro or even the dollar.
If the Malaysian currency itself includes a monetized silver coin,
provided in abundance by the government and Treasury, the
centre of gravity is retained in Malaysia itself. The urgent need
for protection against inflation is readily available within the
country; there is no need for accumulation of foreign currencies.
The political reason. The monetized dirham, in potential use
as money and in actual use for savings which are not subject
to devaluation will, internally, have a cohesive effect. Party
divisions which will arise in other spheres of political life will be
non-existent as regards the dirham; all parties will support this
measure. I can predict this, based on our experience in Mexico,
where members of all parties are in favour of the monetization of
our silver ounce, the “Libertad” coin. Our committee in Congress,
working for the monetization of the silver ounce, includes
members of all the different parties who are unanimous in
supporting this measure. (The only opposition comes from the
leaders of some parties who wish to ingratiate themselves with
the Central Bank, which responds to the Federal Reserve and is
thus adamantly opposed to the monetization of silver.)

introduction of the monetized silver dirham is only the first step
in the direction of stability. But the economy will begin to reap
benefits immediately.
The monetized silver dirham is a step towards reality as
the basis for human interaction. The process of providing this real
money to the population of Malaysia will take a generation, as
it is gradually placed in circulation in parallel with the fiduciary
ringgit.
The monetized dirham would be used mainly for savings;
the dirham would be irresistible as a savings vehicle, because
it would be a coin of superior quality due to its silver content.
It would be used as money, only in moments of extreme need.
People always prefer to save better quality money and spend
money of lesser quality. So most dirhams would remain quietly
in savings and circulate very sparingly.
However, there is no reason why the Treasury might not
issue Silver Dirham Notes for 10 Dirhams or more, backed 100%
by physical reserves held by the Treasury in its vault.
***

The economic reason. An economy built upon money which
has no intrinsic value is an unstable economy. This is a curse
which hangs upon the whole world, now entering upon a grave
and prolonged crisis which cannot be resolved except through
painful readjustments.
Stability can only be built upon real money. The

Gold is money and is superior to all fiat currencies. The present
world system, of money with no intrinsic worth, will destroy itself.
We are witnessing the beginning of this process. However, gold
has always been restricted to the payment of large transactions;
there will always be a need for silver money, for daily use in
smaller transactions.
The reconstruction of a sound world monetary system
must begin at the bottom, with the creation of silver money. Only
then, when the base is in place, can a reform at a higher level take
place. Reform beginning at the top is unrealistic.
I should add, that today international trade is carried out
with no true payment of trade deficits. Payment is the delivery
of some thing, in exchange for some thing received. Transferring
digits on a computer from one owner to another is not payment,
because it does not involve the delivery of some thing — as in
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The geopolitical reason. The world is seeking a new paradigm
in money. The Keynesians and inflationists and Statists have had
their day, and they have fudged it. The world’s monetary system
is in the initial stage of breakdown. Confidence in fiat money is
evaporating. The trend is in place and there is nothing to stop it.
The time for real money has arrived, and Malaysia can lead the
way by monetizing silver into small coins which can be used as
money.
Perhaps silver will open the way to a further, more farreaching reform for gold in the International Monetary Process;
for what the world has at present is not a System, but only a

Process – of meltdown.
If Malaysia were to monetize the silver dirham, it would
be able to offer this coin to neighboring Islamic countries which
would, unquestionably, desire to own these coins since they
would intensify the ancient tradition of silver money as well as
the injunctions of Islam regarding money.
The coin would be regarded as the dirham by the Islamic
countries.
Externally, as regards its neighbors, the influence of
the dirham will inexorably extend itself into the neighboring
countries. The populations of the neighboring countries will be
eager to acquire the dirham for their savings. This will reinforce
trade with these countries and with growing trade between
Malaysia and its neighbors, the political influence of Malaysia
in the region will only grow. The dollar and the euro will be less
desirable than the dirham, because the quality of the dirham will
be superior to those currencies.
The geopolitical effect would be enormously favorable to
Malaysia.
What about the defense of Islam and Islamic countries
against the work of subversion on the part of its enemies?
We can think of no better measure to counter the insidious
undermining of Islamic countries, from Morocco to South East
Asia, than the monetization of silver in the form of the dirham,
which is true money as established by Islamic fundamental
law. For this reason, the silver dirham is a coin which would be
accepted eagerly by all of Islam. It would be an important physical
unifying symbol for all of Islam.
Malaysia is an important country in South East Asia. If
it monetized the dirham, this measure would strengthen and
consolidate that position, as its neighbors would gravitate toward
it because of its superior parallel currency, the silver dirham.
It would be much harder for the adversaries of Islam to foster
discontent in an area enjoying the finest currency in the world.
Some years ago President Mohamad Mahathir expressed
a desire to return to real money of silver and gold, and proposed
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other times, gold was the thing delivered. That was true payment
and settlement of trade balances. Read about ‘trade imbalances’ in
www.plata.com.mx: ‘The Gold standard: generator and protector
of jobs’.
If China, or any country, had insisted on payment in gold
for its cheap exports, it would not be worried, as it is today, about
having “too many dollars in reserves” with a need to “diversify”.
No one has ever had too much gold in reserves!
The economic thinkers of the West are paralyzed. They
have been trained in their Universities to consider the present
system of fiat money — money with no intrinsic worth — as the
only possible system.
The present money system of the whole world depends
on debt. All digital money in banks in the world today exists
against debts which cause interest. Thus, the population requires
money to carry out economic activities, but is obliged to pay a
continuous interest burden, related to the money in circulation.
Only real, tangible money such as the silver dirham can have an
independent existence which, once created, implies no further
cost for the population.
If Malaysia decides to create the monetized silver dirham,
it will have turned on a light in monetary affairs that will affect
the future of the world and probably save human civilization
from a return to complete barbarism.

some measures in this direction for Malaysia. However, in spite
of the brilliance of the intuition displayed by President Mahathir,
nothing came of this proposal, because no viable means of
carrying out the idea was discovered.
We have written about how the Malaysian silver dirham
can be monetized, that is to say, how it can be inserted into the
Ringgit monetary system, to circulate in parallel with the Ringgit.
This can be done by means of a monetary quote by the Treasury,
which will give the silver dirham a monetary value in Ringgit – a
value which can rise with rises in the price of silver, but will not
be reduced if the price of silver falls.
That study, and other studies we have carried out, have all
been based on the idea of the monetization of a silver coin in one
country, and for this reason the studies have included a provision
for a “rounding-out” of the monetary value, for the purpose of
facilitating the use of the coin by the population of that single
country.
However, the silver dirham could become a parallel
regional currency by the simple expedient of having the various
Treasuries in co-operating countries use exactly the same process
for arriving at monetary values of the silver dirham expressed
in each of their legal national currencies; in this case, it would
not be possible to “round-out” monetary values, because such
a “rounding-out” would come into conflict with the exchange
rates applied to the price of silver. The “buffer” provided by the
rounding-out would be substituted by simply increasing the
seigniorage. For example, instead of 10%, the seigniorage could
be established at 12%, and the point at which a new monetary
quote would be jointly issued would be the point at which the
seigniorage would be reduced – by increases in the cost of silver
plus cost of minting – to 10%.
Using the international price of silver as a base upon which
to calculate – with an identical method - the monetary value
for the silver dirham in Ringgit and in Rupiah, the Indonesian
currency, without any rounding out of the monetary value, would
create a coin which could circulate in both countries with equal

ease: a common currency worth so many Ringgit in Malaysia and
so many Rupiah in Indonesia, to which applying the exchange
rates would result in an equal value in both countries.
The common currency could extend to other nonIslamic countries, by the simple expedient of issuing a silver coin
physically identical to the silver dirham, but given a different
name and monetized by the same identical method. We have
mentioned what China might do, in this respect.
Today, Islam is a great moral force opposing world
domination by a single power.
We hope our message will be heard and understood by
the leaders of Islam as well as by the leaders of the non-Islamic
countries China and Russia. We do not wish to see humanity
degraded and enslaved. We wish to see a humanity living in peace
and concord, working in peaceful collaboration to overcome the
problems that life presents to us all.
A world dominated by one power would be a living Hell
for mankind.
Let us pray that this does not come to pass.
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VII. The failure of mechanistic economics
The first requirement for successful action upon the physical
world is correct information about the facts upon which we are
to act.
The Wright brothers understood this requirement when
they began their work to build a flying machine, because they
began by a rudimentary but quite effective study of aerodynamics;
they built models of wings and tested their behavior. They then
proceeded to design a wing for their flying machine based upon
the results of their tests and thus achieved a historic success in
1903.
As a result of the enormous successes which industry
achieved during the 19th and 20th centuries, humanity has
fallen in love with Physics, the study of the physical world. In
the physical world experimentation is fundamental and provides
reliable results, because in the realm of physics we can endlessly
repeat any experiment and obtain exactly the same result every
time.
We live in a world of truly dazzling successes: marvelous
television, billions of cell phones, the Internet, fantastic air travel
– the list is endless.
However, with regard to the condition of human
beings, the record is not at all pleasing. Our world is in a state
of bankruptcy; there is a growing popular dissatisfaction with
political and economic arrangements; famine is apparent in some
regions. The financial world is in total disarray. Humanity is not
happy.
What has happened over the past couple of centuries is
that the leading thinkers were seduced by the success of physics
and fell into the mistaken idea that the principles that were so
successful in the realm of physics were the same principles that
could resolve human problems – a huge mistake.
If we analyze present-day economics and its sister, politics,
we find that the basis of Keynesianism – which rules the world,
today – is fundamentally an attempt to apply the principles of
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physics to a realm which is not governed by physics, but by the
capacity of humans to choose: the realm of choosing, developed
by the Austrian School of Economics and its up-dated version,
expounded by the New Austrian School of Economics led by
Professor Antal E. Fekete. See www.professorfekete.com
Physics quantifies: it measures, weighs and counts both
time and quantity. It experiments and determines predictable
relationships between physical causes and effects. The dismal
failure of Keynesian economics which now engulfs the whole
world has happened because the Keynesians have been
determining economic policy on the basis of statistics, a process
of measuring, weighing and counting. Then they have proceeded
to experiment, as the physicists do, upon humanity; QE1 and
QE2 have been, admittedly, nothing more than experiments. The
Keynesians have expected bright success from their “scientific
approach” to economics, but as is clearly evident, they have failed
miserably. See: http://www.zerohedge.com/news/guest-postgrand-failure-econometric-model
The fact is that there exist two different realms upon
which human intelligence may operate: the realm of the
material, physical world and the realm of human events: Austrian
Economics and its sister, Politics.
Physics is the correct approach to dealing with the material
world. But as soon as we wish to deal with the realm of human
action, we are in an entirely different sphere, because humans can
choose. There is no such thing as choice the physical world; it is a
faculty limited to human beings.
Physics deals with the understanding of relationships
between entities that have no choice. Therefore, the
experimentation of physics reveals constants and predictable
results, but physics is helpless when the object of its study has a
choice: if atoms had the faculty of choosing, Physics could have
no atomic theory!
Since humans have the capacity to choose, economic
theory based on the laws of Physics cannot deal with humans
successfully. Constants are non-existent in the realm of human
action because humans choose and are therefore unpredictable.

Graphs are of little use, because they only show us something
about what has taken place in the past, but as successful (and
unsuccessful) speculators know, they don’t give us any certainty at
all about what will take place in the future. Statistics are arbitrary
selections out of an immense mass of historic data – all data are
historic, as they register what has happened in the past - and are
inevitably colored by the value judgments of the statistician as
he selects what he considers the important data. Equations are
useless and misleading, because choosing is about differences,
and equations are about equalities.
“Sociology” – the brain child of August Comte – aims
to reduce human behavior to a science, along the lines of the
physical sciences, but as one wit said: “Just about the only thing
Sociology has been able to discover is – that some do, and some
don’t.” Do what? Anything and everything!
And yet, this is what “Economics” today is all about:
statistics, the search for constants and the elaboration of graphs.
This is the approach of physics to a realm that is utterly beyond the
scope of physics. Failure – the inability to achieve its objectives – is
the guaranteed result of the application of Keynesian mechanistic
economics to politics, because of the objects with which physics
can deal successfully, none have the faculty of choosing, whereas
humans can and do choose at every moment of their waking lives.
Combine mechanistic economics with the printing-press
and digital money the world is forced to use, and you have the
sufficient reasons for a collapse of civilization as we have known
it. It is indeed very odd that a whole brilliant civilization can be
taken down by the acceptance of a couple of false ideas.
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VIII. About Mexican Civic Association Pro
Silver
The “Asociación Cívica Mexicana Pro Plata A.C.” (Mexican
Civic Pro Silver Association) was founded in 1997 and is based
in Mexico City. We are an association dedicated to the analysis
of the economic and financial situation of the world in general
and in particular, to that of Mexico and of the Latin American
countries. We consider that most international organizations
and centers for analysis do not offer a correct diagnostic of the
problems involved, nor do they prescribe adequate solutions.
We believe that there is a monetary alternative that has
been basis of stability and progress for the human race throughout
its history: real money of gold and silver, with permanent value.
Basically, we propose that the Latin American governments
re-introduce silver to monetary circulation, in parallel with
the fiduciary currencies which exist, in order to open up new
avenues for savings and the eventual stabilization of the fiduciary
currencies.
President
Hugo Salinas Price
Address
Av. Insurgentes Sur No. 3579 Torre 1 PH
Colonia Tlalpan La Joya
Mexico City, 14000.
Mexico.
Phone
(52) 55.17.20.79.15
Fax
(52) 55.17.20.79.17
Email
plata@plata.com.mx
Webpage
www.plata.com.mx
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